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There is a Horatio Alger\textsuperscript{1}-type story about housing that is an important part of the American Dream. The boy-(or girl)-makes-good story goes something like this: “Matthew” is raised in a working-class neighborhood. After Matthew graduates from high school (or college) and gets his first job, he has little money and can only afford to rent a tiny apartment in a working-class or poor neighborhood. With time however, Matthew is able to build capital and gradually moves up the housing ladder, every decade or so purchasing in increasingly “better” neighborhoods with “better” schools, more amenities, and less crime. By the time he is middle-aged, Matthew has “arrived” and secured a comfortable place in the middle class.

By moving out of a working-class neighborhood, Matthew has done more than simply move to a larger, more comfortable house. He has also built wealth and improved his children’s life chances. Middle-class (as opposed to working-class or poor) neighborhoods are more likely to contain well-resourced schools, less crime, and more valuable housing stock.\textsuperscript{2} It is this latter issue that is the most critical. Many Americans hold the majority of their wealth in their homes. When housing prices in the neighborhood in which a person lives rise in value, the person’s net worth increases. In most housing markets, even despite the recent housing crises, it still makes good economic sense for the vast majority of Americans to improve their housing by moving to more affluent neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{3} Unfortunately, for many racial and ethnic minorities, the housing mobility dream—of building wealth and improving their housing outcomes—is not possible.

Though it is rarely acknowledged by many in the general population, Matthew’s story (or dream, at least in contemporary America) is a “white” dream, which few Blacks\textsuperscript{4} have been able to realize. In housing, as in almost


\textsuperscript{1} In the late 1880s, Horatio Alger, Jr. wrote the hugely popular \textit{Ragged Dick} novel, detailing the rise of a poor shoeshine boy into the middle class.

\textsuperscript{2} Homes in working-class and poor neighborhoods cost less and are consequently worth less, and barring a situation where such neighborhoods become gentrified, will appreciate less. See Laurie S. Goodman & Christopher Mayer, \textit{Homeownership and the American Dream}, 32 \textit{J. ECON. PERSP.} 31, 31, 50 (2018) (describing returns to homeownership as depending “critically” on how much the price of the property increases).

\textsuperscript{3} See \textit{id.} at 32 (describing homeownership as a valuable institution which allows individuals to build wealth). The authors note that this is true in many, though not every, housing market. \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{4} In this Article, the term “Black” is used to describe the racial background of people of African descent living in the United States. In doing so, the aim is to use this term to refer both to African Americans and immigrants of African descent from around the world.
all aspects of life in America, race matters. Compared to white people, Black people have lower educational achievements and poorer health outcomes. Perhaps most critically, there is a substantial and persistent Black/white wealth gap. Housing disparities play a significant role in the wealth gap, not just for adults, but also for their children. Research shows predominantly white neighborhoods have more valuable housing stock and better-resourced schools than predominantly Black neighborhoods, which allows white people to more easily build wealth that can be passed down to their children.

The ability to live in white, well-resourced neighborhoods was not an option for racial and ethnic minorities prior to the Fair Housing Act of 1968. Discrimination by white property owners prevented minorities from buying or renting housing in white neighborhoods. In states where there were statutes prohibiting housing discrimination, private discrimination was still common, often in the form of racial covenants preventing home owners from selling to Blacks. By 1968, with the passage of the Fair Housing Act, these de jure barriers to neighborhood segregation by race had been eradicated.

Fifty years after the passage of the Fair Housing Act, America remains nearly as segregated by race as it was in 1968. Though individuals of all racial groups are affected, Blacks are particularly segregated from whites. The dissolution of legal barriers to housing integration, combined with the advantages white neighborhoods possess, makes the current high level of housing segregation surprising, particularly when one considers where up-
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8 See, e.g., Melvin Oliver & Tom Shapiro, Black Wealth, White Wealth: A New Perspective on Racial Inequality 9 (2006).

9 There were, of course, a host of government decisions—from the design of the freeway system to facilitate the growth of white suburbs to the failure to address redlining that contributed to private discrimination and created segregated neighborhoods. For a discussion of the government’s role, see generally Thomas J. Sugrue, The Origin of the Urban Crisis, Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit (1996).


per-middle-class Blacks live.\textsuperscript{13} Despite the advantages of white neighborhoods, and the lack of legal and financial barriers to entry, the majority of middle-class Blacks live in neighborhoods that are far poorer than their incomes might indicate.\textsuperscript{14} In fact, the neighborhoods in which upper-middle-class Blacks live are nearly as Black as those of poor Blacks.\textsuperscript{15} Why would anyone reject the incentives that white neighborhoods appear to offer? This is a paradox. Settling in Black neighborhoods when one can afford otherwise may seem an irrational choice, especially given the well-known economic disadvantages of Black neighborhoods outlined below.

This Article offers a window into the experiences that inform the neighborhood choices of middle-class and upper-middle-class Blacks. As I suggest below, there are many hidden fences, walling off white neighborhoods and restricting Blacks’ housing choices in de facto ways. These hidden fences exist in the form of the many challenges Blacks face when moving to white neighborhoods. The obstacles to easy, contented lives range from police harassment to anti-integrationist violence that push Blacks into less affluent neighborhoods. Ultimately, this Article demonstrates how race can circumscribe housing choice and social mobility, even in the absence of legal barriers restricting where one can live.

\textbf{HOUSING CHOICE, IN BLACK AND WHITE}

In the minds of many Americans—white and non-white—middle-class white neighborhoods are clearly preferable to minority neighborhoods because they appear safer, offer better-resourced schools, more valuable housing stock, and more amenities—parks,\textsuperscript{16} grocery stores,\textsuperscript{17} coffee shops, and restaurants.\textsuperscript{18} Yet, many upper-middle-class Blacks live in poorer neighborhoods as compared to similarly-situated whites, and those of other races. To understand this paradox, this Article asks whether, after controlling for class status, Blacks are really presented with the same housing choices as whites. The Article does this by closely examining the housing experiences of Blacks in white neighborhoods, focusing in particular on safety.


\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Id.} at 86.

\textsuperscript{16} See Ming Wen, Xingyou Zhang, Carmen D. Harris, James B. Holt & Janet B. Croft, \textit{Spatial Disparities in the Distribution of Parks and Green Spaces in the USA}, 45 \textit{ANNALS BSHAV. MED.} 18 (2013) (showing that percentage of Blacks and Hispanics in neighborhood is negatively linked to distances to parks and green spaces).


I argue that Blacks who can afford more expensive housing move to predominately minority neighborhoods because many are not safe from harassment and violence in white neighborhoods, making white neighborhoods uncomfortable places for Blacks to live. One alternate explanation for the segregation of Blacks is that middle-class Blacks choose to live amongst other Blacks, even poorer ones, because they prefer such neighborhoods for cultural or intergenerational reasons. If this were true, literature on housing choice would reveal such preferences. A significant body of research has asked whites, Blacks and individuals of other racial and ethnic backgrounds whom they might consider their ideal neighbors. With respect to preferences on neighborhood choice, when asked about the racial composition of their ideal neighborhood, whites tend to indicate they preferred predominately white neighborhoods. In sharp contrast to whites, when surveyed Blacks indicated that their ideal neighborhoods are not predominately Black, but rather integrated neighborhoods that are 50% white and 50% Black.

Blacks’ stated preferences for residing in more integrated settings have not been realized. Black people of all income levels still live in neighborhoods that are predominately Black. Unable to afford more expensive neighborhoods, poor Blacks, like poor whites and poor Latinos, live in disadvantaged neighborhoods with people of the same race. Blacks, however, do not exhibit the expected departures from disadvantaged neighborhoods as their income levels increase. For example, research shows that the average Black household earning more than $75,000 per year resides in a poorer neighborhood than the average low-income white household, which earns less than $40,000 per year.

**Discriminatory Policing Practices as Threat to Minority Integration**

For middle-class Blacks, the ability to afford housing in white neighborhoods may not be the most important factor in housing choice. Despite
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19 See Esther Havekes, Michael Bader & Maria Krysan, Realizing Racial and Ethnic Neighborhood Preferences? Exploring the Mismatches Between What People Want, Where They Search, and Where They Live, 35 POPULATION RES. & POL’Y REV. 101, 103–05 (2016) (reviewing prior research on this question).

20 Id. at 103.

21 Id. at 103–104. In fact, relative to Asian Americans, Latinos, and whites, Blacks are the most tolerant of neighbors of different racial backgrounds. Camille Charles’ survey of Blacks, whites, Latinos, and Asian Americans in multi-racial Los Angeles revealed different levels of in-group attachment that had an effect on their racial preferences in housing. Whites, Asians, and Latinos surveyed all indicated greater preferences for same-race neighbors than did Blacks. See CAMILLE ZUBRINSKY CHARLES, WON’T YOU BE MY NEIGHBOR? RACE, CLASS & RESIDENCE IN LOS ANGELES 158–60 (2006).

22 Reardon et al., supra note 13, at 85–90.

having greater amenities, lower crime, and less police presence overall, white neighborhoods may not be comfortable places to live for Blacks, who may be regularly subject to suspicion, harassment and other threatening behaviors. One reason for the discomfort Blacks may experience while living in white neighborhoods is the extent to which police threaten them with discriminatory policing practices. Though white neighborhoods are more lightly policed than minority neighborhoods, police are still present. When they are, they may be investigating Black residents in the neighborhood, at the golf course, at the coffee shop, or in other predominately white spaces.

In other cases, whites and other (non-Black) neighbors call the police to their white neighborhoods to report their Black neighbors, who they do not recognize; because they are Black, white neighbors and the police they summon deem them criminally “suspicious.” There are myriad anecdotes of high-profile Black residents of predominately white neighborhoods, who have been questioned about breaking into their own homes or stopped by police and asked what they are doing in their own neighborhoods. Perhaps the most famous example is Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr., chair of the African American Studies Department at Harvard, who was arrested after the police were called when he had difficulty entering his home.

In his study of policing in the Kansas City area, Charles Epp and his colleagues analyzed how police engaged in investigative stops of Blacks in predominantly white neighborhoods. These investigative stops were pure fishing expeditions—attempts to stop Black motorists by police officers who believed that, simply because these drivers were Black, they might have been engaged in criminal behavior. Epp and his colleagues note that in Kansas City, where the suburbs are more white than the City, this is also a suburban phenomenon: “officers in the suburbs that ringed the urban core are much more focused than officers in other areas on carrying out intrusive investigations of African-American drivers.”


25 Id.


28 See, e.g., Renee McDonald Hutchins, Racial Profiling: The Law, the Policy, and the Practice, in POLICING THE BLACK MAN: ARREST, PROSECUTION AND IMPRISONMENT 95, 96 (Angela J. Davis et al. eds., 2017) (describing the arrest of Henry Louis Gates and sportscaster Bryant Gumbel’s son).

29 See EPP ET AL., supra note 24, at 32.

30 Id. at 16.

31 Id. at 108.
The point is not that Black residents of white neighborhoods suffer more from policing than those living in over-policed, high-crime, urban neighborhoods where police departments carry out aggressive stop and frisk regimes. Rather, the point is a subtler one—not only are Black residents of middle-class predominately white neighborhoods not able to escape discriminatory policing, but they also may experience the particular indignity of being singled out for police harassment. The policing in middle-class white neighborhoods is focused on the very few Blacks who live in those neighborhoods, while in low-income urban Black neighborhoods, police pay attention to everyone. If neighborhood residents are aware of discriminatory police practices, they may think nothing untoward of an individual who is stopped. If there are few stops made, and many of them involve the (few) Black residents who live in the neighborhood, in some ways these stops might be even more humiliating and degrading than those made in neighborhoods where many residents are regularly stopped.

*Neighborhood-Based Hate Crimes as a Threat to Minority Integration*

Neighborhood-based hate crimes—in the form of what I call “anti-integrationist violence” are an additional threat to minority integration. Anti-integrationist violence is contemporary violence directed at racial and ethnic minorities who move to white neighborhoods. Over the past fifty years, whites have directed violence at non-white individuals who have attempted to integrate their neighborhoods. Such incidents are race-based hate crimes. This neighborhood violence ranges from slurs and epithets to murder.

In addition to violating the Fair Housing Act, acts of anti-integrationist violence are punishable under state or federal hate crimes laws. Though such violence has been illegal for fifty years, it has continued and still occurs at a significant rate. Searches of news accounts and court cases between


For example, in urban Black neighborhoods in New York City, thousands of people are stopped every year. For data on the number of stop-and-frisks in New York City, see *Stop and Frisk Practices*, N.Y. Civil Liberties Union, https://www.nyclu.org/en/issues/racial-justice/Stop-and-Frisk-practices, archived at https://perma.cc/W3DV-UG4X (last visited Mar. 10, 2019). The majority of those stopped and frisked were Blacks and Latinos because the NYPD targeted predominately Black and Latino neighborhoods. *Id.*


See *id.* at 53–61.

See *id.* at 66 (listing incidents that range from verbal threats to homicide).

1990 and 2010 revealed more than 400 incidents occurred in cities across the country.38

FIGURE 1

Each of the crosses depicted in Figure 1 represents one minority family that was victimized by an act of violence—ranging from an assault to a cross-burning at a family residence.39 According to scholars’ understandings of hate crime, the crosses above represent just the tip of the iceberg, as many incidents go unreported.40 Targets of violence may be afraid of the police or may simply not know that vandalism of real or personal property is a crime.41 Not only are hate crimes underreported, but some families experience multiple incidents.42 An incident might begin with something small—a racial slur or epithet used to harass one family member—then escalate to vandalism, eventually culminating in a much more severe incident like a cross burning or an assault.43 In these 432 incidents, minorities—Blacks, 
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38 BELL, supra note 34, at 66.
39 Id.
40 See id. at 67.
41 Id.
42 Id.
43 See, e.g., Laura J. Lederer, The Case of the Cross Burning: An Interview with Russ and Laura Jones, in THE PRICE WE PAY: THE CASE AGAINST RACIST SPEECH, HATE PROPAGANDA, AND PORNOGRAPHY 27, 28 (Laura J. Lederer & Richard Delgado eds., 1995). Skinheads harassed the Jones family after they moved to a predominately white, St. Paul, Minnesota neighborhood. Within the first month of living in the neighborhood, the family’s tires were slashed, their son was called a “nigger” on the sidewalks right in front of the house, and a cross was burned on their front lawn. Id.
Asian Americans, and Latinos, or those affiliated with minorities—were always the victims. In the vast majority of cases, whites were the perpetrators of these neighborhood-based hate crimes.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the biased motives of white perpetrators of acts of anti-integrationist violence are fairly easy to discern once the incident is investigated. Consider the following case. In 2007, Sean Jenkins, a Black construction worker, was preparing to move into a house in a predominantly white neighborhood in Philadelphia. Before he was able to occupy it, white vandals broke in and defaced the walls with, “all n[igger]s should be hung.” This incident did not deter Jenkins and his girlfriend. However, when his girlfriend went to clean the house, a white man yelled at her, “all n[igger]s taking over the neighborhood.” After that, the couple canceled their plans to move.

Even though perpetrators’ motives are so clearly race-based when outsiders consider the incident, those who sympathize with the perpetrators, and occasionally even the perpetrators themselves, manifestly maintain their behavior is race-neutral. For instance, after the Campbells, a Black family, moved to a predominantly white, middle-class neighborhood in Berywn, Illinois in 1992, someone threw a rock through the back window of their house. A few days later, the family’s front porch was firebombed. After these incidents, the family put the house on the market. Though some of the family’s neighbors interviewed by a news reporter expressed support for the Campbell’s right to live in the neighborhood, others seemed happy to see them go. One neighbor, Craig Fossey, who had moved to Berwyn from nearby Cicero after the “wrong element” began moving in, stated that he

44 Of these groups, Blacks are often the most targeted when they move, largely because Blacks are, according to studies, the most disliked neighbors. Whites, Latinos, and Asian Americans are all reluctant to move to neighborhoods that contain Blacks. Charles, supra note 21, at 159–62. Thus, it is unsurprising that Blacks are so frequently victimized by bias-motivated crime. See, e.g., Victims, U.S. DEP’T JUST. FED. BUREAU INVESTIGATION (2017), https://ucr.fbi.gov/hate-crime/2017/topic-pages/victims.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/239V-DCDX (describing Blacks as the largest category of individuals targeted by hate crime by race).
45 BELL, supra note 34, at 69.
46 Id. at 64.
47 Id.
48 Id. at 64.
49 Id.
50 Id.
51 Id.
54 Id.
55 Id.
56 Id.
had chosen Berwyn because “he wanted . . . an all-white community.”

He said he felt sorry for the Campbells but would still prefer that Berwyn remain predominately white.

ANTI-INTEGRATIONIST VIOLENCE IN THE OBAMA YEARS

There are many reasons to assume that levels of anti-integrationist racial violence might have declined in the years after 2010. Many heralded the election of Barack Obama, America’s first Black president, as ushering in a “post-racial” moment. Indeed, hate crimes, as reported by the FBI, fell slightly during the Obama years. While claims that America is post-racial may be premature, it is important to recognize the changes in racial climate that have occurred in the last twenty years. For instance, Barack Obama was elected not just once but twice. Additionally, public opinion data show increasing progress in racial tolerance since data collection began in the 1940s. While in 1958 only 4% of whites surveyed by a Gallup Poll approved of a Black-white intermarriage, by 2011, a record 84% of whites approved of it.

There are also now significant remedies on both the state and national level aimed at anti-integrationist violence. Forty-five states have some sort of hate crime legislation. See, e.g., Ala. § 13 A-5-13 (punishing ethnic intimidation).
Act remedies aimed at anti-integrationist violence, the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act was enacted in 2009. The Act provides additional federal assistance (in the form of personnel and experience) for states and tribes to bolster their effectiveness in investigating and prosecuting hate crimes. If a state currently does not have the ability to prosecute hate crimes, 18 USCA 249(b)(1) allows the federal government to prosecute incidents that are hate crimes under the statute.

ANTI-INTEGRATIONIST VIOLENCE IN THE ERA OF TRUMPIAN RACIAL POLITICS

The racial progress described above has not stopped anti-integrationist violence. Though American scores on racial tolerance measures have been well documented by survey research, with respect to our ability to accept neighbors who are different from ourselves, the devil is in the details. For centuries, the home has been considered a sacred intimate space. It is then quite understandable that Americans treat the home, and by extension, neighborhoods, as intimate spaces that they are reluctant to share. It is not just that Americans are worried about property values, but rather, as surveys indicate, they fear sharing the space at all. Many whites are quietly self-segregating.

In the Trump era, some of whites’ reluctance to share their neighborhoods may be due to the increasingly overt and widespread presence of white supremacist activity in the United States. For instance, after the 2016 election, the number of hate crimes directed at minorities significantly increased. Though statistics on how much of an increase actually occurred vary based on the agency or organization collecting the data, the FBI statistics...

64 18 U.S.C. § 249 (b)(1)(A) (allowing prosecution under this statute if the state does not have jurisdiction or has requested that the Federal Government assume jurisdiction).
65 See Jones, supra note 61.
68 See id.
tics show a modest increase in the number of hate crimes in 2016 and a larger 17% increase in the number of hate crimes in 2017.

Data suggest anti-integrationist violence remains a significant problem. The Southern Poverty Law Center, which tracked hate crimes in the wake of Trump’s election, identified 1,094 bias-related incidents in the month following the election. Most significantly for the purposes of this Article, it remains the case that individuals are targeted at home, where they are most vulnerable. One hundred and thirty-four of these incidents took place at individuals’ homes. With respect to the 2017 FBI data, 27% of the incidents—the largest percentage—took place at individuals’ residences. Additionally, anecdotes of incidents from cities around the country indicate that minorities are targeted in a manner that mirrors earlier patterns of anti-integrationist violence. It is not clear whether the increase in residential bias-related incidents represents a change in racial climate, or whites’ lack of comfort with changing demographics.

For whites worried about becoming a numerical minority, there is ample reason for concern. First, there have been significant demographic shifts in the number of whites and minorities living in the United States. The percentage of Americans who consider themselves white has decreased and will continue to decrease. This decrease stems from two main factors. First,
because of non-white immigration beginning in the 1970s, the numbers of Asian Americans and Latinos in the U.S. have increased significantly. By 2020, demographers estimate that most children who live in the U.S. will be non-white, and by 2045, most people who live in the U.S. will be non-white. Second, with respect to residence, where minorities were once concentrated entirely in city neighborhoods, more are now moving to the suburbs, which were once exclusively white domains.

Whites’ concern over minorities moving to traditionally white-dominated spaces is clear in many acts of anti-integrationist violence. For instance, consider Kaderbhai Ali Asgar, an immigrant from India, who signed a contract for a house in November 2016. During the final walk-through, a white man, David H. Howard, yelled at the seller and Asgar’s family, “This sale will not take place! . . . I will break all of your f—ing windows and I will burn your f—ing house down! . . . You are not welcome here!”

Despite all of the legislation punishing hate crimes, there is little hope that hate crimes will be better addressed in the coming years. In addition to the increase in hate crimes noted by organizations that collect such data and even by the FBI, it is not clear that states and the Federal Government are appropriately poised to adequately respond to such crimes. Hate crimes, similar to other criminal acts, are most frequently addressed under state law; the vast majority of hate crimes are prosecuted as violations of state rather than federal law. Localities have not responded strongly to the increase in hate crimes. Eighty-seven percent of police departments in the U.S. did not report a single hate crime to the FBI in 2017. Five states do not even have hate crime legislation, meaning that local police cannot investigate incidents that would be hate crimes in other jurisdictions as state hate crimes.

06/21/us-white-population-declines-and-generation-z-plus-is-minority-white-census-shows/, archived at https://perma.cc/8BSZ-LBBE.

See Chang, supra note 67.

Id.

See Rosenberg, supra note 73. Though survey research shows Blacks to be the most disliked racial group in housing, see Charles, supra note 21, at 104–05, Asian, Latin, and other non-white peoples are sometimes targeted in ways that are essentially the same—anti-integrationist and bitter.

See Wolff, supra note 37, at Appendices A and B (describing federal and state hate crime legislation).

Id. at 13 (asserting that state law violations present the highest number of prosecutions). There is no tension between calling for the investigation and prosecution of hate crimes and rejecting the over-policing of Blacks in both white and Black neighborhoods. Rather, this Article endorses an equality-based argument, calling for police officers to investigate, and to suggest prosecution for perpetrators of, crimes that disproportionately impact Blacks.

See Victims, supra note 44. See State Maps of Laws & Policies, Human Rights Campaign, https://www.hrc.org/state-maps/hate-crimes, archived at https://perma.cc/6MSY-7D6N (last visited Mar. 10, 2019). The five states are Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana, South Carolina and Wyoming. See id. Part of the reason that hate crime laws matter is that most hate crimes are low-level offenses and are therefore unlikely to be investigated by the police. See Jeannine Bell, Policing Hatred: Law Enforcement, Civil Rights and Hate Crime 2–4 (2002). Designating a low-level crime as a hate crime means that the crime is more likely to get prosecuted. See id. Police are
In addition to legislative and enforcement gaps, white neighbors may actually really dislike the minorities who move to predominately white neighborhoods. This dislike likely stems from increasing worries about changing U.S. racial demographics. In 2013, the Brookings Institution conducted a survey regarding immigration, in which 14% of Americans said that the prospect of a majority non-white country would bother them. By 2016, that number had increased to 21%. More than half of white Americans believe that the country’s “way of life” needs to be protected from outside influences. Unsurprisingly, 83% of Trump’s supporters feel that way.

One disturbing trend is the entitlement that perpetrators of neighborhood hate crime seem to feel. Despite fair housing, criminal, and hate crime laws punishing anti-integrationist violence, some perpetrators act as if they have a right to use violence in order to maintain the whiteness of their neighborhoods. This entitlement was apparent in the shooting of 14-year-old Brennan Walker. Walker is a Black teenager who in April 2018 knocked on the door of Jeffrey Zeigler, a white retired firefighter who lived in Rochester Hills, a Detroit suburb. Walker missed his school bus, had gotten lost and was asking for directions. In response to Walker’s request, Zeigler grabbed his gun and fired at Brennan.

In another case, occurring in October 2018, a white Kokomo, Indiana woman left the following note at her neighbor’s newly purchased home. the first parties who make this designation, and prosecutors and judges are unlikely to fact-check police officers’ determinations. See id. Therefore, if the police fail to classify a crime as a hate crime, the crime is unlikely to get prosecuted or adjudicated. See id. Though such crimes could be prosecuted as federal crimes, for instance under the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd Act, the decision to prosecute is governed by the Justice Department’s federal prosecution policy, one factor of which involves whether there is a substantial federal interest in initiating prosecution. WOLFE, supra note 37, at 74.


88 Id. at 7.

89 Id. at 1.


91 Id.

92 Id.

No [N—S] wanted in this neighborhood—THIS IS A WHITE NEIGHBORHOOD—some people find [N—S] Stressful . . . We moved here to a WHITE TOWN, ALL WHITE NEIGHBORHOOD—for health reasons among other things. THIS IS OUR FOREVER HOME, WE CANNOT AFFORD TO MOVE — BESIDES THIS IS MY DREAM HOME AND WE HAVE BEEN HERE FOR A VERY LONG TIME.95

The neighbors who received the note have a Black son, at whom the letter was assumed to be aimed.96 After it was revealed that Deborah Cantwell, the family’s next-door neighbor, had left the note, Cantwell admitted to a reporter that she was trying to make the new family feel unwelcome in the neighborhood but did not think she had really done anything wrong.97 “I just needed to let off some steam . . . . I feel like I released some anger in writing that letter,” Cantwell reportedly said.98

Though neither Cantwell nor Zeigler were avowed white supremacists, their actions were marked by a deep sense of entitlement. Though their conduct was clearly both illegal99 and immoral, they seem undeterred. In fact, they acted as if they had a right to defend their neighborhood irrespective of any rights that minorities may have had to occupy spaces near them. One wonders what any law could possibly do in the face of such a persistent commitment to white supremacy. In both cases, police arrested those committing violence and prosecutors charged the perpetrators for violating the rights of their minority neighbors.100 The boldness of the perpetrators’ actions and, in particular, their lack of remorse, suggest that, in this “Charlotte-
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94 This a direct quotation taken from a news story. It is likely that the slur “nigger” was used in the flyer and the newspaper chose not to print it.
96 Bever, supra note 93.
98 Id.
99 Cantwell was arrested. See Bever, supra note 93.
100 It is important to distinguish between the call for greater hate crime enforcement and the Article’s objection to overactive policing and harassment of minorities in their own neighborhoods. Blacks can distinguish between policing that is used for their benefit (in the case of enforcement of hate crime law) and discriminatory policing designed to harass. Suggesting that hate crime law should be enacted (or enforced if it exists) does not preclude one from suggesting the police should not use other laws—e.g. stop and frisk—to harass. Different parts of the police department are charged with these separate areas (patrol vs. hate crime enforcement), and police are perfectly capable of doing both jobs well. See, e.g., Bell, Policing Hatred, supra note 85, at 35–36 (describing police organizational practices).
ville”-era, the safest choice for many minorities is to stay away from white neighborhoods.

CONCLUSION

Fifty years after the passage of the Fair Housing Act, leaving a letter calling your Black next-door neighbor a “nigger” and telling them that they are not wanted in the neighborhood still really matters. In addition to violating laws prohibiting intimidation, such behavior invokes the legacy of the past when mobs of white neighbors greeted their new Black neighbors with angry and violent protests. In spite of the comfort and amenities that middle- and upper-class white neighborhoods seem to offer, the continued violence directed at Blacks and other people of color creates a powerful disincentive to move to these neighborhoods where it is easier to build wealth. Policy-makers trace the lack of access to household wealth to be a critical part of the enduring Black/white wealth gap and the systemic inequality between Blacks and whites.

Congress enacted the Fair Housing Act in order to provide all Americans the right to live in any neighborhood they choose. Congress assumed housing segregation would improve. Fifty years later, Americans live in neighborhoods that are nearly as racially segregated as they were in 1968. While such neighborhood separation affects everyone, housing segregation has the most pernicious effects for Blacks who grapple with the disadvantages of poor and working-class neighborhoods—including limited shopping options, fewer social services, worse schools, and less green space—even when they can afford to live in more prosperous neighborhoods.

The choice to live in a neighborhood that has fewer neighborhood services and more crime when one can afford neighborhoods with fewer disadvantages is rooted in the negative experiences that many Blacks and other minorities face when they move to, or pass through, white neighborhoods.


Hate crimes, harassment, and discriminatory policing serve as hidden fences and provide powerful disincentives to build wealth through homeownership in more lucrative (white) neighborhoods. As this Article details, the “cost” to minorities of invoking their right to live in white neighborhoods includes harassment by the police, sometimes prompted by calls from their neighbors, who question their very presence in the neighborhood. Even when such challenges do not result in violence, they compromise individuals’ basic need to feel like they belong. Minorities may also face extralegal violence—harassment and other hate crimes—from white neighbors opposed to sharing neighborhoods with Blacks or other non-whites. Harassment by the police and hate crimes that Blacks and other non-whites face when moving to white neighborhoods call into question the efficacy of legal remedies—from the Fair Housing Act to hate crime laws—designed to ensure Americans have the right to live in any neighborhood. For middle-class Blacks able to afford housing in white neighborhoods, these twin factors—police and neighbor harassment—have the power to drastically alter their calculus in choosing a neighborhood. In this way, police and small-minded neighbors are able to negate the promise of equal access to housing made fifty years ago in the Fair Housing Act.